Luther Manor Continuing Precautions Related to COVID-19
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There are still no newly acquired cases of COVID-19 on either of Luther Manor
campuses, which is where our energy continues to go. This remains our highest priority.
Thank you for all the support and communication you have provided your loved ones
and our team of employees.
● Thank you to more groups and organizations for Sharing God's love with Luther
Manor. In appreciation:
○ Thank you to The Masked Sewists of SE Wisconsin for all the cloth
masks and the next round you are still working on!
○ Thank you Leeanne Munyon for sending masks from Arizona, we are
hoping some consistent warm weather came with them :)
● We have been working on conserving personal protective equipment (PPE’s)
since day one. As the pandemic stretches on the CDC is now requiring us to
have a formal written PPE conservation policy. Thus, we have taken additional
steps to ensure that staff who provide direct care to our residents have
appropriate and adequate PPE. Thanks to all of the donated cloth masks we’ve
received, we are in a good position at this time. We certainly don’t need an
inventory crisis on top of the Coronavirus crisis!
● A request for all of those who speak to your loved ones regularly. There is a new
group of scammers trying to take advantage of the elderly during this crisis.
Please remind your loved ones that no one they know would be asking for a
prepaid gift card to help them buy needed medicine or to pay for COVID-19
testing nor would any professional business request this of them. Other twists on
the scam suggest that you can get more stimulus money from the government or get your stimulus check faster - if you share personal details like a social
security number and/or pay a small "processing fee". No one needs to spend
money to receive their stimulus check and there are no short-cuts - even for a
fee. Thank you for your partnership with your loved ones and support as always!
Please remember, keep those calls, cards and emails coming. Please keep contacting
your loved ones in all ways possible!

